tively proposed based on stacking fault energy (SFE).
During plastic deformation of pure metals, dislocations can form highly ordered spatial structure by reaction and rearrangement, named by dislocation patterns [1] . The classical dislocation patterns were systematically found in cyclically saturated Cu single crystals, including vein, persistent slip band (PSB) ladder, PSB wall, labyrinth and cell [2] [3] [4] [5] . Among these dislocation patterns, PSB-ladder structure is most interesting because it corresponds to the existence of the saturation plateau region in the cyclic stress-strain (CSS) curves [6] . Based on previous research, it has been known that although dislocation patterns have all kinds of patterns, their basic feature is the spatial periodically ordered structure with the alternate appearance of dislocation-rich and dislocation-poor regions [7, 8] . Their formation exhibits the typical self-organized characteristics. The earlier evolution model of these self-organized dislocation structures could be divided into the static model and dynamic model: a representative of the former is the low-energy dislocation structures (LEDS) model based on Taylor-Nabarro lattice proposed by Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf [9] ; a representative of the latter is the analytical model of continuous concentration fields of dislocations proposed by Walgraef and Aifantis [10] . But these models could not well reflect the microscopic features in the evolution process of dislocation patterns, namely the conversion of unit dislocation configurations. Thus in this paper, a detailed description on the conversion will be made so that a simple criterion on the formation of PSB ladders could be effec- ( 1 11 ) ( 1 2 1 ) (10 1) b the other hand, the dislocation densities in the vein and PSB ladders are 10 15~1 0 16 m −2 and are two to three orders of magnitude greater than those in the in-between channels containing screw dislocations. Besides Cu single crystals, such periodically ordered structure also appeares in the fatigued Ni, Ag and Au single crystals [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Then, the question is whether all the FCC pure metals can form the classical dislocation patterns by cyclic deformation.
Based on the research of past half century, the cyclic deformation behaviors of the typical FCC pure metals are summarized in Table 1 . Taking stacking fault energy as the criterion [18] [19] [20] [21] , the following facts can be clarified. Firstly, all of pure metals belong to wavy slip materials [22, 23] , but fatigued dislocation patterns are a bit different from each other. Except for Al single crystals, other FCC pure metals display quite regular PSB-ladder structure. Only in Al single crystal or polycrystals with high SFE value (SFE = 166 mJ m −2 [20] , G = 26 GPa [24] ), the dislocation cell is always the most common dislocation pattern [25] . This brings about one interesting question why not all the FCC pure metals are able to form the typical PSB-ladder structure and what role does the SFE value play in the formation process of regular dislocation arrangements?
To answer the question above, the first step is to grasp the characteristics of the PSB ladder, which is composed of the rungs with high dislocation density and the channels with low dislocation density. The rungs can be formed by the aggregation of a plenty of edge dislocation dipoles or multipoles and the channels are made up of a large number of screw dislocations with the to-and-fro gliding [26, 27] . According to the dislocation distribution, Mughrabi [28] presented a composite model to describe the plateau stress τ s as a function of the flow stresses of the channels τ c and the walls τ w :
Here, f w is the fraction of the rungs and a constant for the typical PSB-ladder structure.
Furthermore, Antonopoulos et al. [12] demonstrated that the unit structure making up of the rungs is the faulted dipoles and all, or nearly all, of the faulted dipoles are vacancy Z-dipoles. Based on the conclusion, substituting their equations about the local flow stresses τ c and τ w into
[111] Figure 2 Geometrical parameters of PSB ladders in FCC pure metals. 
where there are two constants M = 2f w /3(2−v)b and N = 8(1−f w )b/3, G denotes the shear modulus, γ sf is the SFE value, d c denotes the geometrical structure of the PSB ladders (see Fig. 2 ). Thus Equation (2) consists of three components τ s /G, G/γ sf and d c . After systematically investigating the cyclic deformation behaviors of Ni, Cu and Ag single crystals, Mughrabi et al. [3] found that the characteristic thresholds for the formation of the PSB-ladder structure, expressed as τ s /G, have very similar value of 6.5×10 −4 for the three metals (see Table 1 ). In a recent paper [22] , we summarized the results of the dislocation patterns in cyclically deformed FCC crystals and found that only when G/γ sf is in the range of 1×10
12 -2×10 12 m −1
, the classical PSB-ladder structure is able to appear. Therefore, if we regard G/γ sf and τ s /G as the intrinsic and extrinsic factors, respectively, influencing the formation of PSB ladders, it will be inevitable to know their respective physical meanings and how they interact with each other in order to establish Equation (2) . To better understand the formation mechanism, we should start from two aspects as follows: 1) the composition of the faulted dipoles, and 2) the change of the faulted dipoles in the evolution of dislocation patterns.
First of all, let us talk about the composition of the faulted dipoles. In the previous paper [22] , it was thought that each stable faulted dipole is composed of two pairs of dipoles with positive-negative edge partial dislocations and an extended dislocation, which is basic unit structure of the rung in PSB ladder. Therefore, it becomes the primary task to understand the formation mechanism of the extended dislocation and dipole. It is well known that the formation of an extended dislocation is a spontaneous phenomenon during the plastic deformation of FCC crystals. A prefect dislocation can be dissociated into two Shockley partial dislocations, leaving a ribbon of stacking fault between the two partials, which is called the extended dislocation. In the extended dislocation, the SFE provides the attraction force linking the two partial dislocations; on the contrary, the force between the two partials is the repulsion. When the attractive and repulsive forces are equilibrium, the extended dislocation will reach the stability and its width will also be determined according to the relationship:
where, γ sf is the SFE value, G is the shear modulus, b p is the Burgers vector of the partial dislocation, ν is the Poisson's ratio and θ is the angle between the Burgers vector b of the perfect dislocation and dislocation line. Substituting θ = 90° and b p = (√ -3/3)b since PSB l adder is entirely composed of edge dislocations, Equation (3) can be simplified as:
On the other hand, concerning the formation of dipole in FCC crystals, Hazzledine [29] gave a classical dissertation. He thought that the relatively stable dipoles can form only between those unlike dislocations with the capture distance d trap less than a criti cal value d critical . Using inequality, the relation can be expressed as:
where τ a − τ F denotes the applied effective stress [30] . Thereafter, Neumann [31] introduced the formation mechanism of the dipole into the research on the dislocation patterns of fatigued FCC crystals. He selected the plateau stress τ s as the effective applied stress, thus the capture distance can be further described as:
Based on the analysis above, the formation mechanisms on the extended dislocation and dipole can be easily understood. Meanwhile, G/γ sf and τ s /G, the two important parameters mentioned above, can be found in Equations (4) and (6), respectively. In fact, G/γ sf and τ s /G characterize the width of extended dislocation and the trap distance of dipole, respectively. Next, it is natural to further understand the formation mechanism of the faulted dipole composed of the above two, which is closely linked with the evolution of dislocation patterns. Such a prospect can be imagined: in FCC single crystals, there are many pre-existing dislocation sources. Assuming there are such dislocation sources in crystals beforehand (such as: S 1 , S 2 , S 3 and S 4 ), they emit dislocations constantly during cyclic deformation. Furthermore, the unlike dislocations in two opposite directions will catch each other and form the multipoles (such as: A, B and C). From Fig. 3a , it can be found that in three segment multipoles their distances between parallel slip planes are different from each other, where y C  y A  y B . If the critical value is y A  d critical  y B , it can be determined that the multipole in B will decompose and the multipoles in A and C will still exist stably. It can be said that this is a LETTERS SCIENCE CHINA Materials whole spontaneous process. Thereupon, in some local regions, the positive and negative edge dislocations from different dislocation sources will catch each other. When the trap distance d trap is less than the critical trap distance d critical , a relatively stable dipole segment will form, as illustrated in Fig. 3b . The dipole segments form and annihilate constantly. With further cyclic deformation, some dipole segments aggregate continuously and spontaneously to form the more stable vein structure (see Fig. 3c ). However, the vein is still not stable enough, in which the dislocations will gather more and their mutual spacing will be compressed to form one rung in the PSB ladder eventually, which needs to be established from more microscopic scale.
The evolution processes of the corresponding dislocation configurations on microscopic scale are schematically shown in Fig. 4 . Here, taking the Cu single crystal as an example, some basic parameters should be firstly given in order to discuss the whole evolution processes. There are three main parameters: the Burgers vector b = 0.25 nm, the width of extended dislocation d extend ≈ 3 nm and the critical trap distance of the dipole d trap = 30 nm [31, 32] . Based on the three parameters, we will try to reproduce the evolution processes of the dislocation configurations and the final formation of the faulted dipole on microscopic scale.
As shown in Fig. 4a , at the beginning of the formation of the dipole segment, the trap distance between the positive and negative edge dislocations is far more than the width of the extended dislocation, so at this time most of the dipoles are the primary edge ones [12] . Meanwhile, due to the formation of the dipole segment, the extended dislocation is constrained in a narrow region, which will definitely lead to the reduction of the width of extended dislocation to some extent. Thus, the ratio of d trap /d extend is about 10 in the stable dipole segment (here the dislocation density can be roughly estimated by the formula ρ ≈ 2/√ -3b(a+c) ≈ 1.
). In other words, when the trap distance is 10 times more than the width of the extended dislocation, the dipole segment will not exist stably. Next, as the mac- 
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roscopic dislocation patterns transform from the dipole segment to the vein structure, the dislocation density is increasing [33] . Supposing that more dislocations will join the dipole segment, the width of the extended dislocation will be further compressed. Interestingly, the trap distance between the positive and negative edge dislocations will become smaller. Therefore, the dipole segment becomes more stable and ultimately transforms into the vein structure, where the trap distance has become about 8 times longer than the width of extended dislocation (see Fig. 4b ) (the dislocation density ρ ≈ 2.88×10 15 m −2 ). As is well known, the vein is still not the ultimate stable structure and there is much room for accommodating more dislocations in it. Accordingly, based on the evolution principle above, more dislocations will join and the trap distance will become gradually smaller with the coming of the saturation stage of cyclic deformation. At this time the most stable dipole will appear. That is the faulted dipole with the ratio of d trap / d extend = 2.5 (the dislocation density ρ ≈ 5.1×10 16 m −2 ). And then the vein structure gradually evolves into the more stable PSB-ladder structure with higher dislocation density, as shown in Fig. 4c . It is also known by simple calculation that the evolution process of the above dislocation patterns on microscopic scale corresponds to the change of dislocation density in various stages. Therefore these deductions obey the evolution principle well.
In order to establish this unified criterion, the change of the faulted dipoles in the evolution of dislocation patterns should also be considered. The evolution processes of the macroscopic dislocation patterns can be shown below: dipole segment → vein → PSB ladder; the corresponding microscopic dislocation configurations go through the course: primary edge dipole → primary edge dipole + faulted dipole → faulted dipole. Altogether, the ratio d trap / d extend plays a critical role in the evolution processes of dislocation configurations. With the evolution of dislocation configurations, more dislocations continue to join, the trap distance between the positive and negative edge dislocations will become smaller. However, at the beginning of the formation of the dipole segment, the trap distance between the positive and negative edge dislocations is far more than the width of the extended dislocation, so at this time most of the dipoles are the primary edge ones [26] . From Fig. 4a , we get: dcritical ≈ 10dextend.
Therefore, combined Equation (7) with inequality (5), it will be very easy to obtain a new criterion that the formation of the classical PSB-ladder structure needs to follow.
Substituting Equations (4) and (6) into inequality (8), the saturation shear stress can be defined by the SFE value:
where τ s denotes the effective saturation shear stress τ s E , triggering the evolution of the dislocation configurations and the formation of PSB ladders. Later, if the SFE values of different FCC crystals and the corresponding Burgers vectors are substituted into inequation (9) , their effective saturation shear stress intervals are listed in Table 2 . Combined with the actual saturation shear stress τ s A , it will be very easy to judge which FCC pure metals will form the classical PSB-ladder structure in their single crystals.
In Fig. 5 , one beeline represent the limit of effective saturation shear stress: 3γ sf /10b(2+ν). Above the beeline, the dislocations can be effectively collected into the evolu- 
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tionary path in region A. For most FCC pure metals, such as Ni, Cu and Ag [3] , the actual saturation shear stresses τ s A of their single crystals are usually higher than their effective saturation shear stress, so the classical PSB-ladder structure can be formed. But in region B the representative metal is Al. From Table 2 , it can be found that the actual saturation shear stress of Al single crystal is about 4-5 MPa [25] , but its effective shear stress to form the PSB-ladder structure should be more than 75 MPa. For such FCC single crystals with higher SFE, the dislocations are difficult to be bound by the external force for the formation of dipole segment because the movement of free dislocations plays a leading role. Thus the dislocation patterns are often chaotic structures rather than the regular configurations [25] . In fact, El-Madhoun et al. [34] found that there were only cell structures in the fatigued polycrystalline Al in all the strain ranges of 1.0×10 −3 -1.1×10 −2 . As shown in Fig. 5 , the same reason is that the actual cyclic saturation shear stress of 30-50 MPa of polycrystalline Al is still lower than its criterion value of τ s E = 75 MPa. If the grain size of Al is further reduced, the cyclic stress should be increased to a value higher than the critical one. In this case, it can be predicted that the other dislocation patterns such as PSB ladders will also appear in the ultrafine-grained or nanocrystalline Al. However, when the grain size is smaller than the spacing of PSB ladders, there should be no space to accommodate various regular dislocation patterns.
In summary, during cyclic deformation, dislocations gain the opportunity to catch each other continuously by the reciprocating motion and then the initial dislocation patterns form. With the aggregation and annihilation of dislocations, the dislocation patterns begin to step into the stage of evolution spontaneously and become more stable through the adjustment of the physical parameter d trap / Figure 5 Schematic diagram of the formation of PSB ladders or not in different FCC pure metals.
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d extend . Therefore, these dislocation patterns can be regarded as one kind of self-organized dissipative structures [7] . For various FCC pure metals with different SFE, their initial ratios d trap /d extend make a great difference, which determines whether the PSB-ladder structure can eventually form or not.
